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Consulting, planning and realization
right from the ﬁrst minute
In realising individual projects, we place particular
emphasis on close collaboration with our customers.
Our motto is “active integration and intensive support“.

For that reason, we commit our consultancy expertise
even ahead of the project start, in order to optimise
your products and plants for the long-term with the
beneﬁt of our extensive experience. We develop initial

VWH GmbH

ideas and prototypes and give your ideas their ﬁnal
polish.

Your demand is our motivation
There is a constant dialogue in all project phases, ensuring eﬃcient working. Which includes planning and
implementing your commission!
Since the start of its history, our company has stood for
high-quality injection-molding, laser engineering, automation and testing engineering products. We have a wideranging pool of expertise, extending from developing initial
ideas and designs through the production process and on
to packaging management.

Where tradition meets innovation

Our seamless customer support delivers a straightforward, all-round care-free package which customers across

Automation

Molding

Engineering

We manufacture complex special ma-

Mould-making is another key pillar of

When realizing individual projects, our

VWH is your specialist for developing customised solutions

chines to individual requirements,

our work. We now supply a wide range

focus in all project phases is on joint

in toolmaking and mould-making, responding to the latest

forming the perfect basis for eﬃcient

of sectors with high-quality plastic

collaboration between ourselves and

demands in the era of Industry 4.0 and Smart Factory. In-

production. The possibilities we oﬀer

parts and we are a reliable partner

our clients. Advice and customer service

dustrial robots, fully automated production lines and tech-

are as wide-ranging as your products.

to leading automotive suppliers. The

before, during and after the word go!

nologies for documenting the production ﬂow, with simul-

Our comprehensive know-how and

special dimension we oﬀer at VWH is

Our teams of experts in Herschbach

taneous data archiving, are now standard equipment.

diverse product portfolio ensure eﬀec-

mould-making and plastic parts pro-

can handle development and design

tive results with added value. In addi-

duction, in one and the same locati-

of items, optimize the product and

Like you, we are constantly on the search for new challen-

tion to assembly and laser plants, we

on. Initial prototypes and small series

the production process and oversee

ges, and are developing technologies and innovations for

manufacture testing units and robotic

are achieved in our in-house technical

project management and production

your future of production.

units as well as fully automated palle-

centre to very short time-frames. That

start-up - all on request.

tizers.

gives you and your products a critical

Germany and internationally appreciate for its adaptability
and professionalism.

edge!
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